Abstract
1. Introduction 60 61
In the decades following the first observations of a major sudden stratospheric warming 62 analysis of the 1000 hPa geopotential height anomalies from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data 105 and standardized by the DJFM (Dec-Mar) daily values. 106
A commonly used definition for major mid-winter SSWs is a reversal of the zonal-mean 107 zonal winds at 60°N and 10 hPa during the months of November-March (Charlton and Polvani  108 2007, hereafter CP07). CP07 require that reversals be separated by at least 20 consecutive days 109 of westerlies to ensure events are independent, and that westerlies must return for at least 10 110 consecutive days prior to April 30 th to avoid including final warmings. Disadvantages of this 111 definition are that, by construction, it does not detect final warmings, and the April 30 th 112 requirement is an arbitrary cut-off. We address these with minor changes to the CP07 method. 113 We extend the analysis from SSWs are then detected by reversals during this extended winter season, but with a more 121 stringent requirement that zonal winds must return to westerlies for 30 consecutive days 122 between events, including from the final warming. A 20-day separation, however, does not 123 significantly change our results. The mean of each synoptic property in Section 3 is found by averaging over all events 138 determined at a given location and threshold. Significance testing is performed via Monte Carlo 139 sampling, in which we repeatedly sample the same day and month of events for a particular set 140 of parameters, but randomize the years 500 times. We then determine if the difference in 141 means between the two distributions (assuming unequal variances) exceeds the 95% student t-142 test. In most cases, the signals are significantly different everywhere. If less than 2 SSWs per 143 decade (i.e., less than 12 SSWs from 1958-2016) are detected at a given location, the metric is 144 assigned a missing value. 145 Table 3 ). Here, we consider similar properties, but apply them to 150 zonal wind decelerations everywhere between 50 hPa to 1 hPa, 50°N to 80°N, and for 151 thresholds of -10 to 10 m s -1 . 152
The frequency of SSW events is quite sensitive to where the zonal wind deceleration is 153 defined (Figure 1 ; see also Butler et al. 2015) . At levels below ~10 hPa, the number of zonal 154 wind reversals per decade increases primarily with latitude; at levels above 10 hPa, the 155 frequency is primarily a function of height (Fig 1a) . Note that regions that have similar SSW 156 frequency aren't necessarily detecting the same events. Figure 1c shows the percent match 1 of 157 events within +/-10 days of CP07 SSW events (i.e., reversals at 10 hPa and 60°N). Zonal wind 158 reversals along the edge of the polar vortex detect greater than 50% of the same events (solid 159 black contour), though similarities greater than 80% are uncommon. 160
At 10 hPa, the frequency of SSW events decreases if the threshold value is more negative, 161 particularly equatorward of 65°N (Fig 1b) . While more events are detected as the critical 162 threshold is relaxed to more positive values, these events also have weaker dynamic impacts 163 overall (Figs 2 and 3) . The agreement of dates with those at 0 m s -1 and 10 hPa and 60°N is 164 greater than 50% for a broad range of different thresholds; in particular, as the required 165 threshold becomes more negative, one needs to use decelerations at more poleward locations 166 to detect the same events. 167 Figure 2b shows that if we fix the pressure level at which events are defined at 10 183 hPa, requiring a stronger threshold (i.e. less than -2 m s -1 ) selects events with greater 184 deceleration/suddenness. This is partly by construction; a negative threshold will capture 185 fewer, stronger events. 186
The "warming" metric (Fig 2c, d) is defined as the polar cap (50-90°N) temperature 187
anomaly, mass-weighted and vertically-averaged from 50-1 hPa, for the mean of days -5 to +5 188 around each event. It is maximized for zonal wind reversals that occur on the equatorward edge 189 of the polar vortex (50-65°N), from 20 hPa to 5 hPa. As before, requiring a more negative 190 threshold at 10 hPa (Fig 2d) averaged from days -20 to 0 of each event (Fig 3a) . Reversals occurring equatorward of 65°N 199 and at levels below 10 hPa are associated with stronger poleward (positive) eddy heat flux 200 anomalies prior to the event, indicating that stronger wave driving is necessary to reverse the 201 zonal wind here. Note that there are also fewer reversals that occur here (Figure 1) . Stronger 202 heat flux anomalies are also associated with decelerations below the 0 m s -1 threshold at 10 hPa 203 (Fig 3b) . 204
The strength of the stratospheric coupling to the surface is characterized by the mean Arctic 205 Oscillation (AO) index for days 0-60 after events (Fig 3c, d) . The AO is the dominant mode of 206 climate variability in the NH mid-latitudes; a weakening of the polar vortex is associated with 207 the negative phase of the AO, i.e. an equatorward shift of the tropospheric storm track. It is 208 clear that reversals in the lower stratosphere between ~60-70°N result in the largest impacts on 209 the AO (Fig 3c) 
Discussion and Conclusions 218
To summarize these findings, we create a qualitative "score" ranging from 0-1 for each of 219 the four key SSW properties (Figs 2 and 3) by dividing the value of each property at a particular 220 location/threshold by the maximum value observed over all locations/thresholds. A score of 1 221 then implies the optimal location for a given property. Figure 4 shows the average scores, 222 giving equal weight to each property. While it is somewhat arbitrary to equally weight each 223 property, the scores are not heavily dominated by any one metric. We find that the key 224 properties for SSWs are maximized (average scores > 0.8) for reversals between 55-70°N 225 (slightly equatorward of the polar vortex climatological maximum) in the mid-stratosphere from 226 30 to 5 hPa (Fig 4a) , and for decelerations near or below 0 m s -1 (Fig 4b) . Removing one of 227 these metrics (or modifying their details) does not qualitatively change this result, though the 228 AO metric tends to depress the scores for events characterized at upper levels. 229
There is a fairly narrow range of pressure levels, latitudes, and thresholds where features 230 relevant to major SSWs are maximized, and for which there is still a reasonable number of 231 events. Zonal wind reversals at 10 hPa and 60°N fall within this region, indicating that the 232 historically-used definition does detect SSWs with a strong dynamic response in the 233 stratosphere and strong coupling to the troposphere; this is a testament to the synoptic 234 intuition of meteorologists in the pre-satellite era. Our results also suggest that while zonal 235 wind decelerations near 0 m s -1 have similar impacts to true wind reversals, there is a decline in 236 stratospheric and tropospheric impacts as the threshold is relaxed to more positive values. 237
The optimization could be extended to cover more parameters (e.g., the separation criteria) 238 and metrics (e.g., the surface temperature response); but sampling uncertainty associated with 239 the finite reanalysis record and the continuum nature of stratospheric variability means that 240 defining SSWs will always involve some degree of subjectivity (e. Gerber, E.P., Baldwin, M.P., Akiyoshi, H., Austin, J., Bekki, S., Braesicke, P., Butchart, N., 282
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